
U5 PROJECT: WATER, WATER EVERYWHERE 
 
In groups of 2 or 3 people, you have to elaborate a research project in which you will present                   
your audience with general information about water: 
 

● what’s water and why is it so important? 
● the approximate amount of water found on Earth 
● the different types of water that can be found in nature and its different forms 
● the historical importance of water for human civilisation 
● examples of poems & songs in which water has an important role 

 
 
After presenting this data, you must describe the different types of pollution affecting our              
oceans, rivers & lakes and provide information about global warming. 
 
Moreover, using several first and second conditional sentences, you must point out what             
will happen if we don’t take action NOW to stop global warming; and, if possible, what                
would happen if we, governments and citizens, reverted the consequences of water            
pollution. 
 
 
The key concepts to include in your project are: 
 

● water pollution 

● eco-friendly alternatives 

● recycling & upcycling 

● global warming 

Make sure to: 
 

● include a cover page, an index, pictures, proper titles for the different parts of your               
project, slide/page numbers, a bibliography (including internet links, if necessary). 

● use proper grammar and vocabulary included in the unit being covered. 
● present your project orally at an appropriate pace. 
● maintain posture and use the necessary body language to capture your listeners’            

interest. 
● use original material, texts, not just “CUT & PASTE”. 

 
 
Your project must have a format supported by this platform, such as PDF or any kind of                 
Google Document or Google Presentation. Microsoft or OpenOffice documents can also be            
used, but we cannot guarantee the correct display of such formats, which can result in a                
negative mark on your project. 
 



The deadline to submit and/or present this project is 15th February, 2019. 


